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Was the-five day disciplinary layoff of the Grievants

for just cause and, if not, what is the remedy? The Grie-

W and Wh worked the 3:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.

shift on Sunday, November 2, 1975. W after leaving the



was driven back to the Plant by Employee Ne Wo con-

tacted Grievant Whe and explained that he had run out

of gas and asked if Wh wouldcrive him to a filling

station. They went to a Mobile Gas Station at the corner

of Army and Potrero which operated all night. They were

told that ~ere was no gas available. They then went to

a Texaco Gas Station on 16th and South Van Ness and were

W and. Wh returned to the Plant, stopping at

tlle guard shack as they entered. Wo and Whe testified

that Wh informed the Guard that they were returning

returned to get a container for some gasoline.

Wh and W proceeded into the Plant, Obtaining

some gas from a truck. The Guard testified that the Grievants



had a siphon hose and had containers filled with gasoline.

The Grievants refuted this testimony. The testimony indicated

that a siphoning hose was not necessary since the truck tanks

had anti-theft devices and, according to Whe they opened

a drain plug on the side of the tank of the truck. According

to the Grievants, they filled the five gallon container which

they had found in the Plant to rinse out the residue that

had been in the container1 that they then filled the container

with what Whe guessed was a gallon or two of gasoline and

screwed the drain plug back onto the tank. According to

Wh at that point the Guard approached and asked what

they were doing and Wh told him that they were getting

gas to put into W s car. The Guard stated that he was

going to have to make a report of the incident.

Wh and Wo left the gas at the truck and went

to the office of the Shift Foreman, An Apparently,

as they carne into the office, An had just completed a

conversation with the Guard. A told Wh and W

that they should have come to him and he would have con-

tacted the Guard who had keys to the gasoline pump. According

to the Grievants, A told them that it was okay and that

they could take the gas and leave. The Grievants then left

the Plant and went to W s car and began to place gasoline

in it. The Guard Supervisor observed the Grievants, standing
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alongside their cars pouring gas from the metal container

into the gas tank of Wo s car.

A stated that what the~ had done was wrong and the

Grievants agreed with An that what they had done

was in poor judgment on their part.

The fact is that the Shift Foreman did pass the

Grievanmthrough the gate. This was after the" Grievants

had agreed wit~ An that what they did was mistaken

bad judgment. Nothing appears in the record that An

had not condoned the Grievants' taking the gas out of the

Plant, but only had authorized their leaving.

The Company insists that the conduct of the Grievants

involved deceit and theft. With reference to the deceit,

apparently, that refers to the difference in the testimony

of the Grievants and the Guard, namely, that the Grievants

claimed that they were going onto the property to get a

container and gas and the Guard believing that they were going



onto the property only to get a container, but not gasoline.

In this regard, it would seem reasonable that if they were

going onto the Plant to get a container, then, presumably,

they would have gone off the property to get the gas at the

Station which they knew had gas. But, if they decided to

use the container which was on the Plant property and obtain

gas on the property, they did that without any permission.

But, assuming that they told the Guard that they were going

to get a container and gas, where were they going to get it?

They are long-time Employees and they knew the existence of

a gas pump. Whether they knew that the Guard had the keys

to it or not is not the point. They must have been aware

of the fact that getting gas out of a truck, whether by a

siphon or by removing a plug, is not a normal type of

conduct.

The Union points out that the Grievants have long

periods of service with the Company and good records. Even

assuming these to be the facts, there is no excuse for the

conduct which was'involved here. The only "excuse" was the

fact that A apparently gave them permission to leave

the Plant and was derelict in n~t checking more

thoroughly as to whether they had the gas or did not have

the gas. But this particular factor was, in effect, weighed

by the Company in deciding to not discharge the Grievants, but,
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What is significant as to the conduct of the Grievants

after they obtained the container on the Company's property

appears in the record as follows:

.:"Q. [By Mr. Brown for the Company] You
are well aware of the fact that you could
have taken the can and gone back and got
the gas for Mr. Wong's car, isn't that
true?

RA. [Wh ] Oh, I didn't think of that
at the time. I honestly didn't think of it.

"Q~ Yet you had just left that station
and knew it was open and had gas available,
but no can?

when, as Whe testified, they knew that one of the gas

stations was open which had gas, but had no container; that

they had come onto the property to obtain the container and

they could have gone back and obtained the gas. The so-called

Grievants which was conduct prior to the discussion of the

incident with Mr. An Accordingly, the Grievants,



was concerned from a Company truck on Company property and

this conduct comes within the par~eters of theft.
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